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Abstract 
Bone marrow edema is a self-limiting, under-recognized condition. It mainly 
involves the lower limbs. It is characterized by pain and inability to bear 
weight. Diagnosis is most often based on imaging and by excluding other 
causes. Its exact pathogenesis is still debated and various theories are post-
ulated. Treatment ranges from anti-inflammatories to restricted weight bear-
ing. This overview has tried to revisit this rare and perhaps forgotten clini-
cal-radiological condition. 
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1. Introduction 

Transient osteoporosis is a rare, self-limiting and under-diagnosed forgotten 
entity. In the past 40 years, over 800 cases of transient osteoporosis have been 
reported as case reports of a single case or a few cases [1]. The first clinical re-
port of transient osteoporosis was described in the hip and it was by Curtis and 
Kincaid in 1959 [2]. Lequesne went on to describe it further. It was subsequently 
reported that similar clinical and radiographic patterns were also observed to 
occur in the knee, ankle and tibial shaft [3]. In the upper limb, shoulder is most 
commonly involved. Some patients develop this at multiple sites and on a recur-
rent basis and that has been described as regional migratory osteoporosis. Al-
though rare, it can also involve different sites of the same bone around a joint 
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[4].  
Recently Hofmann combined all such clinical conditions together using the 

general term bone marrow edema syndrome (BMES) [5]. BMES is a benign 
clinical entity characterized by common image findings. It includes various clin-
ical entities like transient osteoporosis of the hip (TOH), regional migratory os-
teoporosis (RMO), osteoporosis, migratory osteoporosis, idiopathic osteoporo-
sis, regional osteoporosis, transient epiphyseal lesion, shifting bone marrow 
edema, regional migratory osteoporosis, spontaneous osteonecrosis, subchon-
dral insufficiency fracture and algodystrophy [5] [6].  

2. Etiology 

The cause of transient regional osteoporosis is uncertain. There are various 
etio-pathogenesis theories described, ranging from vasomotor response similar 
to reflex sympathetic dystrophy, neurogenic compression, and venous obstruc-
tion to localized hyperemia [7]. One theory is that edema results from micro 
trauma of trabecular bone [8]. Turner et al. proposed a theory similar to osteo-
necrosis [9]. Authors report that the most frequent risk factor was overuse of the 
joint and the second commonest risk factor was bone metabolism disorders [1]. 
The other possible risk factors were heavy smokers and patients with previous 
episodes [1].  

3. Clinical Presentation & Prognosis 

Patients with BMES present with limited range of motion and pain of sudden 
onset, most commonly in absence of true trauma. Most of the cases are un-
der-diagnosed idiopathic conditions affecting healthy middle-aged men and 
pregnant women usually in the third trimester presenting with functional disa-
bility out of proportion to clinical examination [5]. The pain reaches its maxi-
mum at around 2 months, to the point where the patient is unable to walk and 
weight-bear and has limited range of movement. After 3 - 9 months the symp-
toms subside, but they can recur at a neighboring joint and sometimes at the 
same joint [5] [8] [10] [11]. The condition is self-limiting and has a favorable 
prognosis [5] [12] [13].  

4. Imaging 

Various studies simulate the everyday clinical practice scene that plain radio-
graphs may be normal or inconclusive and the time between the onset of symp-
toms and imaging can be quite variable [7]. Radiographically, there is often dif-
fuse osteopenia. Diagnosis is often can made after ruling out avascular necrosis, 
infection and stress fractures [14]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is very 
sensitive in depicting marrow abnormalities due to its ability to distinguish fat 
from other tissues. It can detect changes as early as 48 hours after onset. In the 
hip, both the femoral head and neck show decreased signal on T1-weighted im-
ages and an increased signal on T2-weighted images [15] [16]. Authors postulate 
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that the bone marrow edema syndrome is the MRI equivalent of transient os-
teoporosis, diagnosed prior to the development of osteopenia. Scintigraphy al-
ways shows intense diffuse tracer uptake adjacent to the affected joint [11].  

5. Treatment 

Treatment is usually conservative, including protected weight bearing, physical 
therapy and use of non-steroidal analgesics [13]. BMES is a self-limiting disease 
with unknown etiology. Some authors advocate use of calcitonin and intraven-
ous bisphosphonates [17]. There are reports of using prostacyclin analogues as 
they provide pain relief and rapid regression of the bone edema by dilating ves-
sels and reducing permeability of capillaries [18]. Core decompression is not an 
uncommon surgical treatment option The hypothesis is that the pain of tran-
sient osteoporosis/BMES is partly caused by raised intra-medullary pressures, 
surgical procedure allows decompression of the surrounding marrow [4] [12]. 

6. Conclusions 

 BMES is an uncommon and self-limiting clinical entity.  
 Exact cause is uncertain, many theories exist.  
 It usually affects pregnant women and healthy middle-aged men, although 

other age groups can be affected. MRI is the investigation of choice. 
 Treatment is conservative, simple analgesia and rest.  
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